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Teaching African Sports in a World History Context: Global and Local Approaches

The pedagogical potential of African sports reaches far beyond African history
practitioners to include those teaching courses in world history. This proposal builds on
recent experiences integrating sports history into world history surveys and developing
undergraduate and graduate sports history courses. I will emphasize three promising
avenues for integrating African sports narratives and world history narratives:
biographical, geopolitical, and local. 
The biographical approach comes from tweaking a long-standing department course
“Personalities in History,” to be taught in 2018. I will put a world history focus on
individual athletes, male and female, whose lives can help students better grasp the
issues of gender, class, race, ethnicity, and identity that are central to the broader
study of sports history. But, this need not be a “great athlete” version of older “great
man” approaches to history. Teams such as the South Africa’s rugby Springboks or
numerous African football clubs have extensive collective identities meriting classroom
attention. 
The geopolitical approach builds on recently-taught senior seminars in Cold War
history and my participation in Wilson Center’s “Sport in the Cold War” project. I also
draw on my research for a biography of Lev Yashin, the legendary Soviet football
goalkeeper, as well as on numerous examples of sports exchanges between the
Soviet bloc and African nations in the 1950s and 1960s. 
The local approach comes from my work at a New York City-based university with a
brand-new Ph.D. program in World History and an M.A. program in Public History,
which encourage work with local resources. I wish to take advantage of the rich New
York resources available to students of African sports topics, including the Dennis
Brutus papers at the NYPL, the New York City marathon, or the experiences of African
football players in local MLS and NASL clubs. 


